Dear dog owners!
Your four legged friend is not only permitted by us, but warmly welcome!
However, there are a few things you need to observe along the lines of a couple of basic themes, which we would
like to make you aware of to ensure a harmonious relationship between everyone.
These are our basic rules for dogs in the Hotel to ensure that we all have a harmonious relationship!

At the hotel grounds
We request your understanding that in case of any damages to furniture, doors, carpets, etc, we will charge you
for the costs of any repairs. The same applies if unnecessary larger and time consuming cleaning methods are
required in the room.
We kindly ask you to generally keep the hotel grounds clean. Please dispose possible dog dirt using the dog
fouling bags. You get them at the dog station at the big parking lot. If you leave your dog alone in the room –
please use the sign „I am in the room“ to hang on the outside of your door. This way none of our staff will enter
the room. Room cleaning will also NOT take place if your dog is alone in the room.
Dogs are NOT permitted in the restaurant areas or in the wellness areas.

Outside
The fields are used for producing edible goods. Dog waste in the fresh hay apparently ruins the appetites of the
cows. Please pick up all dog waste as you would at home. Behind the fence there are wild animals feeding. Please
avoid disturbing these animals and keep your dog on a lead. If you wish to use public transport with your four
legged friend (hiker’s bus) dogs require a muzzle.
The local farmers and hunters will be very grateful to you!

Important things
Vet
Should your dog require a vet during your stay, we will be happy to assist and make an appointment for you at
the vet who is on duty at the time.
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PS: If your family have forgotten any of your things at home, your food, your waste disposal sacks, or any other
important things, then just send them to us at the reception. Here we will be able to help you!

